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EDITOR'. NOTE

V.

.

. RealthAmpower Indicators esented in the
last issue remain unohanged since no new data are
aoailabZi. The list of healthicrt''.fes in the cur-
rent isske has teen briught up to ,:be from the mostTort issues drthlt Journal of E c*ic Literature.

The trt6.141 included in this sue, "Regional
'Variations of Health Care Delivery, ameNtilisation in
, the United States °, was originall, pOesented at the
'Fifth Pacific Regional Science C trance, Vancouver,
British Columbia, August 2977, assesses the. re-
gional variations in health care emu first.
stein the analysis of reginal demand for health
*empower. The abstracts incl a are from 2977 and .

2974 published materials. The stracts are true rep-
resentations of the views by author(s); a strong,
effort was made t to in ,, = the editor is views
or "opinions.

, -\

:- .

This publication is inteded for researchers tn
the health manpower field andhoe welaome comment. and
suggestions for adjusting father issues. ;

r / .

.We are indebted to Dr.,BowaAd Rosen,', rotor,

-Walt of.fiesearch and Development, EMploymest'and
Training Adkikistration, U.S. Department of tabor
Air. William Throckmorton, otthe'same office' f.
their ideas, encouragement.", 'support. jie ale wish
to thank At Alec Chao& Mel = for
their contributions in Making this journal ibis.

(1.
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1. ESTIISTED EMPLOY NT IN SELECTED HEALTH OCCUPATIONS
THAT ARE EHTIALLX EHTRT-LEVEL

Selected Wears: 19$0-1974

1950 1960 1965 1964 1971 1973 1974

Clinical Lab- Tech.
4 Assistant -ra

Costal Assistant 55200

Dental Lab. Ase1at4nt 21000

Dietetic Technician na

radical Library Clark na

Seccrd Technician mOoo

Watsa's kids 205246

Vass !Isaiah Aide 500

occupational lharaPY its
Aide

r

optometric Aseiatant na

Optometric Technician n4

Physical Therapy
na

Assistant

40101$001c Technician na
. .

4Piratora Therapist, nnSe

1Na1Chi0itic41 Service's na

Social Rork Aide nn

AsbulanCe Attendant 0 na

Alas1 Technician na

SIG Technician na

SSC Technician na
',..

'fatal Selected Occupations na

,Total Health personnel na

na

me

na

na.

as

20000

391800.

2300

na

' na

na

na

N.

no'

na

na

na

na

na

na

na

na

45000

,,91000

125500

l

na

000

.2 00

50040

socto

n i4

na

an

41000

na

na

na

9" na

na

na

1200

na

na

61000

95000

27000

WOO

6000

' 26000

796000

14000

5500

na

na

\WOO

100000
\

.
SOOOL

275000
,

1500

na

na

7000

3000

1419000

6708660

67000

114000

31150

7000

4100

43000

875000

25000

6500'

'5000

1000

9009

100000

12000

300000,

4100

5600

na

9500

3500

1822860

46022e0

67000

116000

32000
.

23000

4100

45000

910000

213000

6500

5000

'1000

100

100000

12000
.

.300000

4300

207000.

5000

f 9500'

4000

2087600

4448250

.0

70090

139000

32000

24700

7300

47000

936000

34000

6500

. 5000

1000

4100

100000
.

19000

300000

4300

260000

5000
.

9500

4000

1991400

00700
t

Sparc*: MeaIth Amourees Stattstios. various Poor,-

S
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2. *HOSPITAL INDICATORS

selected Tense, 1950-1975

1950=1. 1940 1965 1968 1970 1971 4973 1973 1974 1975

8 of 4044ta2o .. 67081

0 of 84010 (000.0) .. 1456

8 of Pull-item 9ef4oenel
1000'0

, of Full-time lbefecone1
'14

pet 100 **thou
4

0 of Phyolclono/Dentleto: no

a of 1$441 no
*

0 of 1.590's no

0 of Others, no

0 of Total Trainees as

Inpatient Admissions 18483
(000'e)

C
Outpatient Visits

no

10004.0

Average DeLly

Conant (000'0
1253

` Dowell (000'0 $2191

Total Assets (000'.) $7791

Hospital bcpenoes
37..88pet 'Went Day

6876

1650

1598

114

no

no

no

no

no

25027

no

1402

$55ee

$17714

$16.46

7123

1704

'1952

139

no

All

no

no

44

28612

125793

1403

$8551

$24902

$25.29

.

7137

1663

2309

168

no

no

no

no

88

-. 29746

156139

1378

$11997

$31019

037.76

7123

1614

"2527

296

no

no

na

44

84

31759

181370

1298

$15706

536159

$53.95.

7097

1556

2589

209

..

na
*
no

na

no

84

32664

199725
,

1237

$17639

030625

$43.82

7061

1550

267r

221

49236

425720

225692

1980106

95020

33265

219182

1209

$19530

$43157

$73.89

7123 i 7174

1535 1513

2769 2919

233 250

90070 53367

446387 478577

222599 233534

2049543 2153158

96170 96699

34352 .35506
e

:.
233555 2504814

1189 4157

$21230 $23821

$47369 $51706.,

(

$83.67 $97.23

7156

1446

3023

249

54712

510118

239949

2;17818

92350

36157

254844

1125

$27135

$57302

0118.69

1$
seurei, BrospetatStatistioe, 1972-1976.

.. t 0
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3. PERCENT DISTRIBUTION OF PERSONAL HEALTH CARE EXPENDITURES BY TYPE OF CARE AND SOURCE OF PAYMENT

Salected Years. 1950-1976

1'

1950 1960 1965 3970 1971 1972 1973 1974 97$ 1976

Type of Care Total TOOL 100$ 1003 Z00% 100$ 100% 100% Jays 10% 100%

Hospital C4re 35.5 37.4 39.3 43.0 43.0 43.7 43.8 44.9 49.6 46.0

PhYsicians; Servides 25.9 24.5 25.1 22.4 22.3 22.1 21.8 '21.6
.
21.7 21.9

Dentists' Services 9.0 8.6 8.1 '1.4 7 3 7.2 7.4 7.5 7.4 7.1

Other Professional Services 3.7 3.7 3.0 2.3 2.2 .. 2.2 2.2 2.1 2.1 2.0

Drugs i Drug Sundries 1$.8 15.8 .13.9 11.8 11.3 11.0 10.9 10.3 9.7 9.)

HY*914ssel & Appliances 4.6 3.3 3.4 3.0 2.7 2.5 2.4 1.9 1.7 1.6

Nursing Wee Care 1.7' 2.1 , 3.8 6.4 7.2 7.6 6.1 8.2 8,6 6.8

Other Neelth Services 1.8. 4.6 3.4 3.7 4.0 3.5 3.4 3.5 3.2 3.3

Source of Parinet Total 100% 100% 100$ Z00% 100% 100% 100% 100% , 100% 100%

Private - Total . 79.8 78.3 79.2 65.8 85.4 83.9 62.8 02.7. 60.3 59.3

Direct Peynents 68.3 55.3 52.5 40.4 9 1 37.6 36.8 36.1 33.6 32.5

Insurance Benefits 8.5' 20 2 24.7 24.0 24.9 24.9 25.4 25.2 25.4 26.0

Other' 1.0 2.3 2.0 1$ 1.4 1.4 1.4 1.3 1.3

Public -.Total_ 20.2 21.7 20.8 34.2 3418 38.1 38.4 37.3 39.7 40.2

P66ere1 9.4 . 9.2 81.5 22.3 22.9 24.2 24.5 25.2 %%1.3 28.0

'State i Local 10.8 12.4 12.3 11.9 11.6 11.9 12.0 12.1 , 12.4 12.2

Total Personal Health Care
lbtpenditures (Willies, 4)

porn:mill Health Core

480enditures as 4 of GNP

$10400

3.9%

$22729

4.6$

$33490

5.1$

$60113

6.3t

$67228

6.6$

474828

6.7$

$82490

6.7%

49131$

6.7%

5105745

7.1%

5120431

7.5$

Selected Per Capita Expenditures

Personal Health Care $67.75 $124.50 5170.32 5289.76 .$120.94 $353.66 5396.44 $425.15 $488.23 5551.50

Private Contribution 54.0$ 97.50 134.95' 190.73 209.94 225.90 245A7 266.59 294.47 329.78

Public Contribution 13.6$ 27.00 35.38 99.03 110.86 127.76 140.96 158.56 193.76 221.72

SOMSOSi Avid./ Security bulletin, 2/76, p.12, 4/77. pp.15. 18:

in
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Regional Variations of He61th Care Delivery
and Utilization in the United States

Between 1946 and 1976 the number Of hospitals

in the United States increased by 15.6 percent. The

most rapid increase occured in the non-federal short-
.

term geneXal and other special hospitals, which in
.

1976, comprised 84 percent of the 7,,082 registered

hospitals. These hospitals accounted for 67.0 per-

cent of the beds, 92.6 percent of the admissions,

and 76.7:percent of hospital-affiliated outpatient

visits.' rurtheriore; over this period, the number

ofversonnel employed in these hospitals increased

threefold: from 1968 to 1976 alone the'number.of
A

4

workers employed in hospitals increased by 34.6

percent. Ill

The occupational composition, as well as employ-,

ment levels and trends in the health care industry.

Varies ggographically.' Differences in the utilization

of hospital personnbl among regions is adetermihant

df these variations. Unfortunately, employment-by -

occppatica data, are not readily available. Because

of limitations of regional trends data, we entertain

the modest goal of assessing the geographical dies-
.

tribdtion .of health care and health personnel utili-
.

z4ion by a partial analysis, calibrated to available

'data rather than vice versa.

9



.Theoretically, one could assume that the wealth-

ier an area, the better the health care provided to

the population. However,- standard health indices do '

not substantiate his. In 1970 twe lve eountl4es had

a lower infant* mortality rate than the United States,
.

and most European countries and Japan sustained high-

er life expectancies. Other factors may be the prin-

cipal cause, but it is possible that it is a reflec-

tion of individual national distributions of health

care'resources. In the United States there are fewer

physicians per capita than in West Germany, Israel

and the Soviet Union, and fewer nurses and hospital

beZ\per population than in Canada, United Kingdom,

the Netherlands and the Soviet Union.

International comparisons, however, can be mis-

leading because under oqbaris paribus assumptions,

other variables of the socio-economy are not consid-

ered. Thp "barefoot doctors" of the People's Repub-

lic of China. seem unacceptable even In remote areas

of the United States. The substitution of physicians

by physician aides or registered nurseein routine

tasks are at times reluctantly accepted at most hos-

pitals, HMO's and.outpatieni clinics in the United

States. An international *comparison of health care

delivery in quantity and quality must, therefore,

{consider a whole range of social and,cultural factors

as well as the national milieu.

14
10



Similar comparison problems 1, also apparent

within nations at regional levels;(especially in

large continental o6uStries as tie United States.

Public policies aimed at improqng the efficiency

and quality of health care must be based on the par-

ticular socio-economic framework of each area or

locality.

. In this paper, we attempt to (a) explain the

variations of health care among the SO states and

the, District of Columbia, (b) compare tiO areas that

are similar in per capjta income, the Pacific and
I

New England regions,.and (c) compare hospital util-

ization in the two ur),an centers of San PranbAsco

and Boston.

The following thiee hypotheses, have been tested:

1. Regional demand for healthcare is influ-

enced by cost, health service availability

and socio-economic variables for each re-

gin.

2. The deviation fr6m the mean, i.e., health

care in each region as compared with the

total United States, is not very significant.,

3. The mix an size of hospitals by type, are

regional /differentiated, and this is re-

flected in the regional utilization pattern.

State variation of health care demand

Demand for non-emergency healthliare'is an in-

11



verse .function of the price per unit of care.

elasticity of demand is influenced by substitutio

Possibilities and complementarity. Demand for emeX

gency health care, however, is inelastic with respect

to price. In our analysis, the proxy for demand for

health care is 1973 state inpatient hospital admis-

sions per capita (ADM) The explanatory variables

utilized .are proxies for price, supply and socio-ed-

onomic factors. Since at least 85 percent of all

hospitals are 'short-term non-federal, the results area

heavily biased for this type of hospital. )

The only price variable is the hospital;post per

diy (HSPC). Available number of beds per capita

(8ED), number of physicians per capita SPHYS), total

hospital assets, (AST) and.per capita (ASTP)

Are all variables of the supply type. A state's per

centage of persons 65,and over (AGE), degree of ur-

bnaixation.'(UR8)..4 level of educationAEDC), the per-

centage of population covered by Medicaid including

the elderly (ZICPD) and excluding the eldeily(MCD),

and per capita income'(YP) are socio-economic and

demographic characteristics for each state's popu-

lation admitted to hospitals.

As a first approximation in our model, each and

every explanatory variable is significant. Later in

this paper we recant to more modest assertions. The

general formulation is:

lf;
1 12 .



(1)
TO

ADM = P (BED, AGE; PHYS,.MCD, ASTP,

HSPC, EDC, UPB, AST).*'where.,

ADM = Aftisslons per capita
.

MCDP, 1(1),

BEB.='Number 9i. beds per capita,

AGg = PerCentage,of population 65 and over

PHYS = Number of phOicians per capita

MC11= Percentage of population eligible for
Medicaid 15 and under

.ASTP = Total hospital assets per 'capita

MCDP = Number of people covered by Medicaid
per capita.

4

YP = Per capita income

HSPC = Hospital cost per day

EDC = Percentage of family heads with 4 years
OX more college

UFO = Percentage of population urbanized

AST = Total hospital assets

We estimated the general model by the stepwise

regression tdchniqUe, accepting only those equations

with R2 > .50. Even though this has a debatable

"statistical" validity, it permitted us to partially

explain health care,provision within the limitation

of scarce consistent regional data. The results are

presented in Table 1.

BED, PHYS, ASTP and AST are closely related.
Thus there exists a possibility of serious multicol -
linearity; i.e., independent (exOlanatorv) variables
are not independent from each other. Thus, e0=0(X)-1
eY, where (X°X)-1,the inverse may not exist. In this
case, the obtained results might be accidental numbers.



, Tabla 1

ESTRIN OF swim:sum RESULTS

r

OPMALOA rue AGE PETS fICO ASTP ECM YF NSPC ROG ORB AST R
2

1 B 5.17411 9.42416 -.02074 -.00003
0 2.106211 5.88331 .03071 .00001

..53939

t 2.45651 1.60195 -.67526 -4.48347
W k

2 6 7.52486 -.01378 -.00002 .51369
0 1.53584 .03090 .00001
t 4.89945 -.44590 -4.15254

3 6 5.08252 9.06120 -.00003 .53492
2.08971 5.79037 .00001

t 2.43216 1.53052 -4.46101

4 B 7.11586 .00204 27.04466 -.20473 -.00012 -.00001 -.00011' -.00319 .00029 0 .44882
I '2.72164 .03143 10.37580 .11972 ' .00009 .00001 .00027 .00179 .00020 ..0

t 1.91202 .06660 2.68362 -1.73184 -1.12615 - .94665 -.41015 -1.78105 .69829 t1.54763

5 B 8.64404 .00096 6 .- .15291 -=,:00002 .0006 .53647
0 1.81620 .0334a .10312 .00goi .00014
t 4.75942 .02079 -1.73204 -3.67633 1.04037

6 6 b 5.49760 .00913 19.08530 - .28050 -.00003
a 1.99712 .03133 C. 396 3 .10636 .00001
t 2.77887 .29151 2.83180 -.26378 4.02012

7 B .01220 31.33353 - .24304 -.00003 -.00025 .53752
o .03355 6.56130 .11412 .00001 .00026
t .34370 4,77551 -2.12973 -4.54041 -.434,

. ......-
,,,1

Rota. 'fie coefficients and standard errors hsv8 44 rounded off to five daeleal placse.
vhlle tha t-etstletice are calculated from sight lyllflcant plaoss,

lot

h
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Two variables, BED and PHYS, seem to be the most

important influence on the regional distribution of

health care demand. The significance of these supply.

variables in determining utilization patterns is rem-

.ascent of Say's law: *An increase of health care,

facilities (supply) will determine the increase in

demand of health care." Indeed, in our case, the

larger BED (number of beds per capita) and PRYS (num-,

ber of physicians per capita), the more admissions

per capita., The elimination of either variable [see

eqs. (2) and (7)1 does not change the results signif-

icantly, suggesting a high degree of collinearity

tween)the two variables.'

With regard to the other variables, a few obser-
.

vations are in order. There is a positive correla-

tiqn between the number of people over A yeai's of

age as a share oftotal population (AGE) but this re- %
4

latiteship is not significant at a 95 percent donfi-

denoe level. We expected to find variations among

the 50 states between the percentage of elderly-and

inpatient admissions, but it is possible that often "Z....

the aged form only a small fraction of all admissions,

thus having little impact on regional variation.

The relationship between the majority ofpeople

covered by Medicaid. excluding the elderly (MCD) and
t

including the elderly (MCDP) as a share of each

state 's population presents a stronger - even thougt

.negative - correlation but is hardly significant in
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'explaining hospital a scions. Based on the 'carrel-
.

ation matrix, we can tentatively conclude that since

there is a strong correlation between the number of

'yhysidians per capita (PHYS) and the percentage of

people covered by'Medicaid (MCD) and only in one case

is there a significant correlation between MCD and

ADM, it, would seem that those covered by Medicaid

prefer outpatient or office-based visits rather than

hodpitil stays.

Generally, hospital assets absolutely (AgT) or

per population (ASTP) relate negatively but not sig-
.

nificantly with admissions per capita. A strange re-

slat and very difficult, to explain, is the influence.

rofregiOnal per capita income (YI0). 'The larger the

income the lower the admissions. This is contrary to
.

what one might expect according to economic theory.-

that wealthier people purchase "higher quality" ser-

vices, e.g., tend to seek hospital care more often.

The regional data of 1973 does not sustain this hy-

pothesis. The same applies tb the level of education

(EDC) as an influence on number of admissions. Also

in this case, we obtain a negative and non-signifi-,

cant relationship: Two variales that are not sig-

nificantly correlated but fulfill the expected signs

are hospital cost per bed (HSPC) and percentage of

population urbanized (UPB). As expected the higher

the oost, the less the number of coniumers and the

higher the degree of urbanization, the-larger the

0
16.
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number of admissions..

Based on these preliminary tests regional demand,,

for inpatient he'althf4e 8jproximatea by holspi--

tal admissions-per capita) is a function only of ,

availability of services and ndt greatly influenced

either by local cost a health care or particular'

socio-economic characteristics.

B. Health Cate kiffirences between the Pacific and .

New England! Regions

The cross-regional analysis for 1973 indicated

only that the variation of hospital admissions among

regions is a fun6ion of .availability of beds and

In ordey to improve specificity we liaw

ited further analysis to two regions (groups of

, states): the 4acific and New England. In 1971, thi

iacific and New ingland halite same income per Cap-

iteand hospitals per capita (approximately 10 percent

above the United States average). However,'New Eng-

land has adensity.apopulation per acre six times

larger than the Pacific anddthree times that of the

United States.

govergment intervention in the health caresec-'

torhas served to prevent a tremendops unbalance be-

tween states and regions with re* gard to inpatient

health care facilities. Without such government in

terventiont.market forges would certainly favor

wealthier states even more. Even so, facilit

'eat do oot involve public funds are more, r = dily

17
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available in the wealthier states., Wolf Milio

states**

'There is a.clear difference in the distribution
of facilities that are-nob publicly, funded.
Skilied nursing establishments, for example, are
more available in the more affluent states. Even

0* so, the two affluent subregions of New England
and the Pacific illustrate how iftalanced com-
binations of services can limit access to cer-

Pacific has almost twice as many Medicare enro -
tail! groups', such is elders. 'The fact that

lees, more than twice as many skilled niirsift
facility beds, but feWer than halt as many home
health agencies means that persons eligible for
home services'mustbe libtited to the types of
services available. Some, who might otherwise
live aehoMe, will be more likely to remain in-
patiente in the Pacific than in Nett-, England.'

The ambulatory-services provided by Medical
groups are less available to the people of the
less affbient states, except for non4plcialty :

. groups1 General practitioners groups or solo
practice are more available in se sty
12,.p. 68)

The degree of hospital financing by the public

sector is markedly different even between such re-

gions as the Pacific and New England. Eoth,the Pa-

" dific And New. England have about the sane share of

non-federOl hospitals and beds per population, but

New England has 15 percent more beds in its private

non-profit hospitals while the Pacific'has ten times

more beds in private for-profit hospitals. lhisdif-
ference is reflehed in the hospital care indices

shown in Table 2. New England admits 60 percent more

18



Table 2

HOSPITAL CARS INDICES. NEW EMOLADD/PACIPIC. 1973

I.

Total Payroll Total 4

Medical lk-' XX- As- , Phya-
and other Penes panne sets clan' Ams

a:49.1. Al*-410 Outgo' Dental Train- Par Per Per Parson- Per Per

tale ft& sign* Occo- delfts Trainees acts ADC ADC ADC pal ADC ADC
Ppf Per -Per pansy Per yet Per and and and Per aod and
Poo. pop. Pop. Rate Pop. ADC ADC OPV OPV OPV ADC 099 091,

Si*. of Nos itals
Total *ober 494

6-49 .50

50-199 .93

200-499 1.50

SOO 6 Over 2.20

II.. Rotative Share
MI/Pacific 1973
by Type of liosPi-
tat.*

Pederal

lion-federal
total

Ron-federal
non- Profit LS? 4.15 1.48 1.11 1.60 2.00

Mon-federal
Or profit .09 .00.. .07 1:06 .05 0

State and
Local , .21 .22 .31 1.17 .37 .32

Other. 4

Salaried*
Left Paraenalk
Par Pot'
ADC ADC ,,*
and and
OPT CININL

1.46

.S3

.99

1.48

2.03

.86
4

.63 .54 1.10 .45 .17 .53 .SS .50 .51 .32 / .65 .29 .52

1.01 1.m 1.03 1.13 1.19 1.21 '1.37 .94 1.07 1.0.0 1.06 1.58 1.04 1.06 1.07

1.01 1.12 1.00

.46 1.08 . .68

,.70 1.14 1.05

1.22 1.11 1.09

1.30 '1.00 '2.60

.95 1.07 1.04 1.02 1.113 .97 1.33

7.66 1.02 .85 .92 1.09 1.16 2.61

2.30 1.38. .92 .92 .97 .95 1.65

1.01. 1.15 1.10 1.10 1.20 ,99 2.05

.50 .85 .94 .99 1.53 .80 .92

.1

1:00 .00

1.03 .76

98 1.00

1.21 1.04

.98 .67

1.10

.92

.96

2.74

1.10

1.86 1.27 1.39 1.33 1.36 4.56 1.38 1.55 1.31

0 .06

.25 .26

408 .04 .07 .06 .07 .14 .07

.30 .21 .27 .17 OS .31 .25

doutte. liaorican Hospital Association. 80470.41, Statistic*, 1974 (11

*Lulea& dent:sta..= hospital payroll*

!Part 11_0 the table is calculated in
by type of hospital is &Unlined for
at the relative shays.

ape avete4 Daily census

000 Outpatient Plaits

the following way. for both New *land and Pacific. the Prcent distribution
aach.ragiost separately. Thavesu1t for liar Ragland is divided by Pacific to arrive

A
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1

outpatats in private non-profit hospitals and the

Pacific has 20 times as maziy outpatients'in the pri-
, /'

vate for profit hospitals., It appears that in the

Pacific region (with the highest weight in the state

of California), the private hospi4al has been devel-

oped as a business enterpize aiming at profit maxi-

mization. Specific historical developments in New

England and the Pacific might ixplain this differ-
,

ence.

The type of hospitals influences the size of

hospitals. There are twice as many hospitals with
-

iles!"..han 50 beds in the pacific than in New England;

bud New England' has twice as, many large hospitals

(over,500 beds) than the Pacific. Yet, overall per

capita adssions in both regions are equal while

beds per capita and occupancy rates differ greatly. .

The infelence is that New England utilizes its facil-

ities more economically than does the Pacific_xeglon,

but only a cost effectiveness analysii could verify

this.
. .

Since annual occupancy rates for 'hospitals on

the average seldom reach 90 percent, one may conclude

that there is no excess demand for health care facil-

24
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ities in either region for any one-year period.*

TOr 441 types of hospitals together, supply appears

to exceed demand in the United States as a whole and

dur:Intr late 1960's and early 70's there was a

in Tegions as well. On a national level,

15.4 peicent increase in admissions coupled with a

lesser decline in enable beds. These phenomena

should have prey nted the drastic-fall of the occupan-

cy rate; however, the occupancy rate declined from

82.6 percent in 1968 to 77.5 percent in 1973 largely

because the length of stay in hospitals decreased.

C. Regiona Heatth Atnpower Utilizatiori

The most recentdati on a comprehensive break-

down of professional and technical personnel in hos-

pitals are available for 1969, and only a1 the ha-
.

tional level. Detailed regional health manpower data

are limited to physicians, RNs and LPNs for 1972 and -

` 1974 as reported ia Table 3. By using 1969 national

data as rough estimates to adjust the 1972 figures,

X-1%,it appears that professional and technical enp o es

comprise approximately 73 percent of total hospita I,

personnel, with the remaining being non-professional 1

*This assumption could be challengedbecause it
is policy for most hospitals to leave a certain num-
ber of beds free for emergency situation5. The only
sure method we have of measuring demand is aftpetite
fact. This does not take into account queuing - the
amount of time a patient has to wait before being ad-
mitted. Therefore, surplus demand might exist even
if all the beds are not occupied. Also, occupancy
rates represent an annual average, but for any short-
er period the occupancy rate t exceed 100%.

21
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Table 3

4

VTtLtral(TION ANO PLWR1NNEL - U.S.. Nal SII01AND/6140 714 PhpiritOtON

p974

No.of

i'4 Percent Short- Total

k bistri- Tern ember Sees .811nta-

1°0' bation 600- of Noe- per pions
of Roe- of,Noallottala pitai than- par

.0 4oletion pitala vitals red. 0444 sd elicit.

lier

Physician; . Re's .

Norbor as t '-. as t of
intal 01 01 Total Number Total
hospital Phys.- hospital of 4lospicat

Personnel cianad,Personnel._11.tsplegimpill_
2,918,736 53.367 1.8 478.571--;1E4

203.450 5,106 2.5 37.652 18.5"

. 112.592 3.369 3.0 21.276 18.9

126.575 7.090 2.1 61.178 18.8

262.901' 5.804 ' 2.2 47.8911. '18.2

I unites nut*. 2;1,190.000 7./74 100.0

it Jaw INgland 12.150.000 399 5.6

fa)Nessichliaatts 5,800,008 198 2.8

tit Piict fit 27.833.000 921 12.8

(b)California 20,907,000 650 9.0

'

5.97

282

133

781

'' 558

1.511.664 7.16 5.9

98,467 8.10 .6.1.

52,223 9,00 6.0

s 1$9.2$0 S.72 6.3

123,951 5.93-.6.3-

la
S 19720 .

I united States '208.210.000 7.061
V'
100.0

It New tivi14n4 12,105.000 404 5.7

tattiaseichneette 5.796.000 207 2.9

tit Pacific . 27,156.000 906 . 12.8

4 (b) California 20.411.000 666 .9.0

.

S.,41ii

284

. .i2t

765

'' 543

1,549.665 7.44 6.1

106,101 8.77 6.3

57,502 9.93 6.0

159.444 5.87 6.4

il 121,674 5.96 6.1

2.670.762,4.49.236

191.822 4.959

106,054 3.394

301.012 6.095

222.551 ': 4,797

.

..

1.8

2.6

3.1

2.0

2.0

"
425,728 IS.9 '

34.482 18.0

19.821 18.3

57,124 19.0

43,242 18.6

. . a

...

'dincledee'elentiati on hoarital.paprolla

1 , ,
. ..

. .

../I

.

.

'
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Mao 3 (cont.)

t
197

.

NO. of
1111's

lig as I
of Total
Pursonms1

Petoont
Distribution
of Hospital
Personnel

%scent
Distribution
of Physicians

Percent

Distribution
of PS's

Potosnt
Distribution
of Its's

Ccoupmscy
Rata

I thitwlltatss 233.534 8.0 '100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 77.0

-

II Mew England 14,305 7.0 7.0 9.6 7.6 7.9 79.8

Odblimmischusotts 7,656 6.8 3.9 6.3 4.3 3.3 79.9

III Pacific 29.6)9 6.9 11.5 13.3 13.2 12.6 70.2

40Californis 23.194 $.8 '9.0 11.0 10.0
..

9.9 70.4

(

. _1972 .

I United states .' 125.692 8.1 100.0 109.0 200.0 100.0 78.0.

II Om Ragland 13,634 7.1 7.2 10.0 EA 6.3 .79.2.

(a)Messaohmootta 7.655 . 7.0 4.1 6.9 4.7 3.6 77.5

III pacific
t

28,059 9.3 51.3 12.4 13.4 13.0 71.2

IbIcalifozmia 21.345 9.2 8.7 9.7 10.2 9.9 71.7

I

StogrCNVO AOStiCal Hospital Association. 'WOW Statistids, 1972 in4 1975. Ills

U.S, Detachment of cornetts. Statistical Abitrapt, 1971 and 1975. 141.



and technical employees (maintenance, kitchen help,

clerki,"etc). Physicians (excluding interns and res-

idents), RNs and LPNs comprise approximately 38 per-

cent of this total. Their importance in relation-

ship to hospital staffing is obvious.

In the early )970's the utilization of physi-

cians in both Pacific and New England regions was

above the national average. From 1972 to 1974, phy-

sicians and dentists as a percentage of total hospi-

tal personnel remained relatively stable; however,

in'both years, New England continued to show a higher

percentage of physicians and dentists than did the

,Pacific.' Intuitively one would expectrdat agglomer-

ation. factors should explain this phenomenon. Regis-
.

tered nurses in hospitals as a percentage of total

hospital personnel in the Pacific and New England are

also above the national average. Between 1972 and

1974 the use of RNs in the U.S. and New EnOlend in-
.

creased slightly and in the Pacific declined,slight7

ly, while the ut ization of LPNs in the U.S. and New

England reraineerelatively stable but declined in

the Pacific. These minor changes, over a short per-

iod of time, are difficult to assess. One possibil-

ity is that substitution was occurring among

tions, although this cannot be verified with our lim-

ited data. In general, the number of personnel to

total admissions has increased in'both regions and

24



nationally as a whole, implying that hospital employ-

went is increasing more rapidly than total hospital

admissions. This may be partly explained by the fat

that more iechnical functions are being performed on

patients.

As mentioned above, demand for health care in a

given area influenals greatly the number of allied

health workers hired. A breakdown of health care de-

mand by inpatients and outpatients and by type of

provider would show variations in demand for specific

occupations. Hospitals, howevenare the traditional

health provider and they continue to employ eight out

of every ten health workers in the majority of allied

health professions. /"\

Earlier in this study we indicated that there is

a strong correlation between inpatient admissions per

capiti (the dependent variable) 'and the number of

physicians and number of beds per capita (the inde-

pendent variables). One can therefore infer that the

number of health care workers and the degree of tech-
.'

nology utilized a ven region will be a function

of- these two inde t iables. More importantly,

we could conclude osition of hospital

employment of allied health workers is determined to

a great degree by the physicians affiliated with a

particular hospital. LeveSon aAd Rodgers state that

the goal of a physician is to maximize`personnel and

29
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technology in a hospital in order to maximize his

profits: i.e., the greater the number of personnel

and technology employed, the more patients the phys-

' ician can admit and the more services he can provide

them. Whether or not the physicians' expectations

are realized will depend upon the power'structure in

a particular- hospital. [3)

Studies at the Center for Medical Manpower Stu-

dies show that in the Bost4n-Cambridge area, between

1968 and 1973, the occupancy rate rose only 1.8 per-

dent while employment rose by over 25 percent.(5)

As stated above, one possible explanation is that

there has been a substantial rise in the mount and

type of medical serlikces performed per patient. It

seems that physicians in the region have influenced

these increases in services. We could not quantify

this factor in our regression analysis but believe

that a large portion of the unexplained variations

are attributable to this factor.

Technology and the size and composition of al-

lied health personnel are interrelated. Increases

in technology have changed the composition of employ-
,

ment in hospitals over the years. The rapid growth

in technology his required that health workers be

more highly trained and therefore better paid than in

previous years. It seems that the desire by each

hospital for more sophisticated technology is partial-

26



ly a function of prestige (not wholly quantifiable),

and ptrtially of the hospital's ability to attract

better physicians, which in turn provides the hospi...

tal with more patients.

Our data show that both the New England and Pa-

cific regions utilize a greater proportion of phys-

icians relative to total hospital personnel than the

United States average. From this 'one could infer

that hospitals in both.regions are more technologi-

cally sophisticated than other regions, with New Eng-

land slightly more 'so than the Pacific. Another in--

ference is that physicians are attracted to hospitals

with large technological endowments "and-_-gacilities.

Ideally, the type of labor utilized depends upon

the wades of specific occupations relative to the

wages orother occupations. S stitution possibili.

ties among occupations depen upon the elasticity of
.

demand for a specific occupa ion, the cost of train-

ing and comparable skills. For some occupations de-
.

mand is totally inelastic (e.g., physicians, because

of institutions, not functions) whereas for middle

level occupations, substitution possibilities do ex-

ist (e.g., between BNB and LPNO. It appears that

in the hospital industry, certification barriers

(especially with respect to hiring requirements) and

unnecessarily high education requirements are erected

that hinder the effectiveness of supply and demand

forces.

3,, 1
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Furthermore\ unionization is a new element to be

considered. The effect of unionization on hospital

staffing patterns cannot yet be realized because it

was only in August 1974 that the exempption of non-

profit hospitals was removed from coverage of the

National Labor Relations Act. The regional *pact

of unionization on the utilization of health person-

nel may not be evident for some years, burbreliMi-

nary information indicates that unionization causes

more variation across regions in non-pecuniary bene-

fits than in wage benefits.

In our limited sample, health personnel wage

rates show large differentials between 1963 and 1975

for Boston and San Francisco as proxies for the Pa-

cific and New Englazd_xegions. By normalizing wages

in Constant 1963 prices we were able to assess

Changes in wages in money and real terms. (See Table ,;

4). The percentage change in real wages over the ten

year period differ between occupations and cities.

On the average the rate of increase of real wages in

the Boston area was less than in the San Francisco.

area. Besides, social workers and technologists, mon-

ey wages and real. wages in San Francisco for single

occupations were 15-30 percent higher at the end of

1975. No analysis has been4lItempted at this point

to explain the differences.

32.
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labia 4
1811/ELS 00148.5 11) COMM AND COWAN? 1963 D3LLAA8, OW= AND SAN PIANC2800-0812.1001. 1963 and

(Excluding federal 110apitals)

OocupatiOn

BOST011 SAO PIAOCISCO

1963 1975.

1975

1963.100)

Wage
Change
Current $

% Wage
Changaln
conetantS 1963 1975 $

1975

(190t..18M4

lk wage

Change
CurfOnt_i

..

Wag*
Change in
Constant $

.
r

Kes4 Ours') $ 101.00 1253.60 $ 143.44 151.1 42.0 1113.00 $320.40 $191.06 183.5 69.1

Oensral Doty Oursa 86.00 222.40 125.79 150.6 46.3 95.50 280.80 167.44 194.0 75.3

Licensed Practical
-Mures 66.50 177.20 100.23 166.5 50.7 76.00 210.00 125.22 176.3 64.8

Aureinf Aide 54.57 141.20 79.86 158.0 46.3 75.87 196'.40 117.11 158.9
%
54.4

Distitimi 99.00 239.60 115.52 142.0 36.9 109.50 285.20 170.07 160.5 55.3

Medical Social
oorker 107.50 253.20 143.21 135.5 33.2, 137.00 112.40 186.29 228.0 36.0

Medical Technolo.

glst

84.16 222.00 125.57 163.8 49.2 122.54 314.80 181.72 156.9 53.2

X -Pay Technibian 78.79 194.00 109.73 146.2 39.3 94.16 260.80 155.52 177.0 65.2

Total Avaraga 84.69 212.90 120.40 151.4 42.2 6.95 272.60 162.55 164.8 eo. 1

Motes; - 1963 figures were taken directly from Bureau of Labor Statistics. Industry Ways Surasy, iroepitals Mid-1963,
Bulletin J10. 1409 (June 29641. pp. 46 -47. (61

197S figures were calculated from the hospital survey of August 2975-January 1976., Bulletin 1949 (19777.
pp. 7-12. by multiplying the average hourly ways by 40. 161

- The deflators for Boston and San prowler* ware calculated from the osneumer price indoors for selected cilia.
and itosA.e found In tha the Statistics/ Abstract of tics UnitodStat40. 1966 and 1976. (41

- In the 1975/6 survey.. the occupational cotegory "radieloglc technOlOgiet" Is uatni instead of 7x-ray bechnlelan".

1.
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Conclusions

We readily concede that the San Francisco-Boston

relationship may not be truly representative of the

Pacific and New Englalinlur intention was solely to

assess a trend of the most important medical centers

in the representative regions. We also note that the

'Pacific and New England may not represent the rest of

the United States in health care utilization. The

comparison of these areas allows one to ascertain,

in relatively homogeneous regions rather than in

mixed sample, some variations in indices th V

failed to detect in the overall analys of the 50

states. sFurther analysis of ,regio' variations is

necessary and this is current being done.

At this time, we ma ntatively conclude that:

(a) regional demand or health care is influenced

mainly by heal services available (beds, physicians,

allied he- personnel) and less by cost of services

and cio-economic differencest*(b) specific size

d type of hospitals vary by region; the regional

access choice of health care - short -term or long-

term hospitalization, ambulatory, home care - is dic-

tated by the regional structure of the health care

*Our findings are not in line with Davis and
Russel (7), who found that inpatient admissions are
Met elastic with respect to insurance coverage and
the relative price of outpatient facilities. It
should be noted, however, that we used different cost
variables and no insurance variable, which explains
the discrepency between the two studies.
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industry; (c) the level of technology and of allied

health employment in any single hospital is influ-

enced by the hospital's desire for prestige and by

the affiliated physicians' desire for more patients

and higher income. No definite relationship could'

be established at this time between health personnel

util*zation, productivity and wage levels.
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Corea, Gene, The Hidden Malpractice - How American
Medicine Treats Women as Patients and Professionals,
William Morrow and Company, Inc., New York, 1977,
pp. 309.

The author believes there is a direct bias

against women physicians'and that medical schools

feel a medical education is wasted on a woman since

she will only marry and leave the profession. Ms.

Cores refers to six studies which refute this notion.

These studies conducted in 1881, 1900, 1938, 1942,

1950, and 1965 all found little variation in the num-

ber of years men and women physicians practice. The

study, conducted in 1965 by the Association of Ameri-

can Medical'Collegee, indicated that fewer than nine

percent of women physicians graduates since 19?1 are

pot employed. Although women physicians did take

several years of leave, on average, for childbearing,

Overall length of Medical practices were approximate-

ly equal because they retired latillthiitheir male

Counterparts.

The author states that many excellent internship

ser4As would not choose female physicians siire this

action would be considered a sign of the institutions

failure to attract good male candidates. "Indeed,

women applicants are primarily compared against eadh

other rather than the entire pool".

In 1972 women represented only one percent of the
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general surgeops in the United States, a specialty

traditionally yielding high \ncoiiie. At the same time

women represented twenty six percent of thenationss.

public Aalth physicians, a modestly paids cialty

The author traces the proliferation-of the female

dominated health occupations after the second World

War. Allied health employees, like inhalation thera-

pists and cardiopulmonary tech4icians, followed the

representative model, the physicians, and established

professional associations and jicensure and accredi-

tation standards in an attempt to raise their - status

above thht of other health employees. Little, if any,

attention was paid to the development of rational and

meaningful career ladders. lob rigidity was the name

,of the gate and with little exception, women, who made.
,

.

up over 90 percent of the health mork force, were

frozen into their jobs. "W rd girls_ changed water

2)pitchers but were not trust to empty bedpans.

N411urse's aides took temperatures but not blood pres-

sures. Licensed practical nurses changed dressings.
.

but did not dispense pills. Regardless of,her abili-

ty, each would be taught,pore complicated duties only
--,

if there were a shortage of workers at the next level:'

The author feels that health workers should be

organized horizontally'rather than vertically. A

strong feeling exists that the work of the registered

nurse and i.kti is every bit.as valuable as the work of
(!)

the male dominated physician.
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Enowbas,, John H., pd., Doing Better and Feeling Worse,
Reath in the United States, w.w. Norton and Company
Inc., New York, 1977 pp. 287.

This study is a collection of essays,y eighteen

authors ranging in topics from "Medical Education,in

the United States" by Robert H. Ebert, and "Institu-

tional Organization, Incentives and Change", by Ernest

W. Sawa*, to Health Services, Power Centers, and
r

Decision-Making Mechanisms", by Eli.Ginzberg.

' Most of the authors generally agree that the

present system of health care delivery in the-United

States is not acceptable. Some of. the authors are

very concerned with the inaccessiblity of services;

unnecessary surgery, expensive prescription of drugs,

unexplained hospital bills and the misuse of health

personnel.

At the same time a balanced view is presented.

Many, of the very tangible medical accomplishments

over the last several decades are noted. The essays

. are a detailed inquiry into many 'of the conditions
11/

that prevail in American'health care today, touching .'institution as various as hospitals,-insurance com -
4.

panics, med cal schools, research laboratories,
.

health-care centers, and governmental agencies.

Many of the' contributors referred to the extent

health care problems of the country depend on numer-

ous political decisions made ink Washington and by

40
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individual providers and consumers of health care.

The general topic of the labor intensive nature ofl

the industry is discussed and the fact that the views

and opinions of both professionals and workers weigh

very heavilylon the delivery sysiem:

From the health personnel viewpoint one of the

authors makes the follOwing suggestions and conclu-
,.

sionst

1. Cost constraints are not realistic if one

assumes that improvement in quality, access1and other

services must beassociated with increased costs.,

2. Qllality control of medical services by the

federal government is not likely to be successful. i

Quality. control can only be achieved by the providers

themselves --thephysicians. .

3. We might have already reached a point where

additional health personnel could provi"ae limited

beneficial productivity increases.

.4. We must expect more discussion over the dis-

tribution of the health dollar in.the United States,

especially between such groups as organizations of

health workers, professional associations, and assoc-

iations of paraprofessionals.
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Krause, Elliott A., Power and Illness: The Political
,SocioJogv of Health and Medical Care, Elsevier North
Holland, Inc., Nett York, 1977 pp. 383.

This book, which concerns itself with the rela-

tionship between modern health and medical care and

their involvement with political, economic and social

q power struggles, is organized into three parts.

Part I concerns itself with the people involved,

including the relationship between health c a 'person-
,.

net and the public they serve. This section also dis-

cusses union/Leek and its effect on past and future pow-
+
er struggles.

Part II points out the discrepancy between the

ideology of American medical systems and the reality

of care offereld. Specific examples are used to illus-

trate the positive and negative aspects of the system.

Finally, the economic implications of such issues as

ways of obtaining and using money, and the malprac-

tice crisis are discussed.

Part III focuses on the politics of.the health

care industry. one specific area addressed is how

laws effect what action can be taken in controversial

-.-areas of medicine (such as abortion and cancer re-

search). EmphasAs is placed on the negative role pol-

itics play in the environment of Americans. Accord-
.

ing to Krause, problems such as poverty and occupa-
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ional injury are often perpetuated by politics.

'Finally, the future of the American health care

system is discussed and some possible alternatives

are explored such as national health insurance or an

American national health service.

Of special in erest are Krause's comment's on con-

trolling the supp y and demand of medical personnel.

He discusses how, Alagi recently, the AMA had a strat-

egy of "monopoly creation" which restricted the supply

of qualified physicians causing the cost of 'medical

tare to rise. This often put medital care out of the

.range of'many Americans. More recently though, since

the 1960's, the AMA has relaxed its stringency and

many new governmental" programs were created to train

auxiliary personnel thereby allieviating the problem

somewhat.

Yet there are still restrictive forces at work,

one being thef newest trend toward increasing the num-

ber of years of training necessary to qualify for a

variety of health professions. This creates a small

'Litist group who can financially afford longterm

(often university level) education.

Another exa le of where restrictive, manipulative

strategy has been used concerns the status of foreign
A

medical school graduates. Through the use of state

level licensing boards and federal lobbying practices,

a
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the numbEr of foreign graduates allowed to practice

medidine in America is limited (often 'in situations

where a shortage of American personnel. already`

exists).

Due to self-interebt activity on the part of

those who wield power,' the needs of the consumer

often go ignOred. This is esp!acial1y true for the

poor who do not stand to benefit 'from She existing

type of personnel innovation, since thi overall struc-

ture of the health cake industry has yet to be changed

in any significant way.,

4

O
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Somers, Anne R. and Herman, Li/Math and Health Care,
Policies in Perspective, Aspen Systems Corporation,
Germantown, Maryland, 1977, pp. 528.

This book is organized on two different, yet

overlapping levels: that of the chronological and that

of the thematic. It is divided into four parts and

13 chapters, each of which include several 'essays by

the authors. Many of these essays have previously

been published. By using these essays the authors

hope to create an historical balance between they and

the articles written specifically for this volume.

The authors, by including these "historical" selec-

tions; try to give the reader a sense of the evolu-

tionary development of health care for the past 25

years.

Part'I introduces those who play a major role in

the private sector arena of health care. These in-

clude the physician, the hospital itself, the patient

{viewed as the modern consumer), the roles'they play,

the problems involved and their interrelationships.

Although much of the material in Part I dates before

1970, the implications remain vollefor today's health

care industry.

Part II concerns itself with the development of

and the controversies surrounding health care programs

in the 1950's and 1960's. The role of both private

and the proposed national health insurance programs
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are discussed.

Part III deals with the disappointments and frus-

trations that followed the marred hope that opening

wide the door of access would alone solve the problems

of health care and health. A discussion of regulatory

activity and the potential of exploring new policies

is also included.

Finally, Part pi prOposes an outline for rede-

signing the United Statei health policies (and prab-

9

tices) taking into account the important changes that

have taken plat/in our attitudes, perceptions and in
our society as a whole. The authors state that due to

sophistication on the part of the health care con-

sumer, present policies become untimely and virtually

useless.

The overriding theme of this book is stated in

its preface, "Can we learn to enjoy the multitude of

advantages from advancThg technology without becoming

passive captives of its powers and dictates?" A vital

aspect of this theme is the question of whO will con-

trol the health care technology of the future. The

authors see two possible alternatives, one being that

the health professions and the constimers themselves
f,

would control the industry through their elected rep-

relentatives, the other being the technologists them-

selves. Those who have the 4reatest stake in control-
.

Iing the indusiiy, professions and consumers, have

'1. 4
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through default in their democratic controls lost to

the other.

Yet, technology itself cannot be dismissed* for

some forms appropriately applied to the industry (such

as computerized data systems) are, useful. Other

authors feel that IX is _p_xeiSer handling of the new

technology that ifr-egsential to ?he survival of the

industry and to humanity itself.

'44
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Walsh, Mary Roth, Doctors Wanted, No Women Need Appiy,
Oexuai Barriers in the !Wiwi Profession, 1835-1975,
Yale University Press, New Haven,.1977, pp. XXII, 303.

It is'no revelation that women historically are

found in low-paying, low-status positions in the work

force. However, the YOMerally low status of profes-

sional women in medicine is discouraging. A review of

arAmerican Health Care Delivery System National

Statistics indicate that women are the major consumers

of health care in the United States. It has been es-

timated that two-thirds of the patient visits and

nearly 90 percent of the health work force in the

nation, many of when have high technical skills, are

women. The author notes that despite these figures

most women have never able to break through the

barriers that prevent ihem from practicing medicine.

The author quickly points out that ing the

late nineteenth century women physician4 were far from

being an anomaly. In 1900 in Boston, women physicians

accounted for IS.? percent of the city's physicians.

During this period women medical students and practi-

cing physicians were far more represente the Unit-

ed States than in any country of Neste By

1974the situation changed considerably i hat only

eight percint of American physic is were women, a

figure that placei the United States at the lowest end

of the scale in comparison with most.Western Europe
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countries.

The author questions the prediction that by the

year 2000 women will account for up to 50 percent of

the United States physicians. Despite the significant

increase in the enrollment of women in medical schools

over the last five years the author cautions from the .

1900 experience that these gains might be illusory

and short lived. Women have failed to gain any sub-

stantial degree of major instAputional control and

therefore can do little more than protest the "old

boy" methods of professional patronage. Women tend

to be directed into less desirable teaching and prac-

tising positions. The author suspects that the pre-

vious "golden age" of female physicians during the

1900 period and their eventual demise in number could

very well be repeated, and offers explanations as to

why women have not been given an equal opportunity in

medicine in the United States.
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Becker, Brian, ital Unionism and Employment
Stability," Indus Z Relations, Vol. 17, No. 1, Feb-
ruary 197A, pp. 96-101.

a
It has been argued that unions not only improve

the economic position of workers in the low wage labor

market, but also cause modifications in the internal

labor market, which tend to reduce both voluntary and

involuntary turnover. Unions tend to emphasize train-

ing, job posting and seniority/ also, they are con-

cerned with equity issues and try to strengthen griev-

ance and dispute settlement proceddres. Their impact

on the level and distfibution of organizational re-

wards increases employee satisfaction and leads to

greater stability.

Empirical estimates of the magnitude of the union

effect on turnover have been few, however, and this

study investigates the relationship between unions

and employee stability in hospitals, a low wage indus-

try in which unions have recently, gained a significant

foothold.

The primary data source was a questionnaire mail-

ed to short term general hospitals in Illinois, Wis-

consin and Minnesota. Information,on five service oc-

cupations was collected. The results showed that

unionized service occupations experienced a turnover

rate more than 12 percentage points lower than non-

uniOn service occupations. .
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Chambers, Larry W., Patricia Bruce-Lockhart, Douglas
P. Black, Elizabeth Sampson and Margaret Burke, "A

'.*Controlled Trial of the Impact of the rainy Practice
Nurse on Volume, Quality and Cost of Rural Health Ser-
vices," Medical Cam, vol. XV, No. 12, December 1977,
pp. 971-981.

The article reports on the development and evalu-

ation of a program for expanded role nurses (family

practice nurses) in rural Newfoundlandtmmunities

that are serviced by a 40-bed hospital. The volume,

obst and quality of health care are analyzed al( cc,-

pared between the experimental commu ities and a con-

trol group where the family practice nurse was not

empleyed

Results show a 35 percent decrease in outpatient

hospital visits by the experipiental group and a 186

percent increase in primary care visits. Tbere was a

12 percent decline in hospital admissions, compared

to an 8 percent drop in the control group. Total hos-

pital days decreased 5 percent compared to a 39 per-

cent increase in the control group, while hospital

outpatiint lab tests increased 105 percent versus 57

percent. In terms of annual health care costs per

thousand, the experimental group increased slightly

move than the control group (26 versus 21 percent).

An audit of indica%pr conditions and drugs showed

that the,family practice nurse maintained adequate

quality-of-care levels.
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In summary, the introduction of the family prac-

tice nurse in Newfoundland resulted in more primary

care services, a shift in visits from the hospital to

the community, and a greater emphasis on preventive

care. Costs increased slightly in the short run,

while the quality ok care was unaffected.

Fox, Peter D., "Options for National,Health Insurance:
An Overview," PoUcjj AnaZyeie, vei. 3, N. L; winter
1977, ;pp; 1-24.

As an HEW staff member who has participated in

the formulation of NHI policy for the administration,

the author discusses the justifications, options and '

alternative financing schemes for national health irr- 4

surance.

In the first section three major justifications

for NHI are examined,. 1) It would provide coverage

to the marginally poor, 2) eliminate inadequacies in

current coverage, and--31.function as a vehicle for

cost containment and health delivery reforms. A major

portion of the article is devoted to a detailed dis - 4

cusslon of four options: 1) do nothing or lisat inter-

vention to changes in the Medicaid programs 2) cata-

strophic coverages 3) comprehensive coverage with cost

sharing, and 4) without cost sharing.

The final section considers alternative mechan-_,

isms of financing which are currently employed by the
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federal government. These include third-party pay-'

- ment programs which are supported through payroii
....

taxes\ general revenues and premiums; direct delivery

programs such as,:those operated by the VeteransAdmin-

istrition and the Department of Defense; tax deduc-
1

tions; and HEW gr to providers of health care.

e

Hammond, Robert S., "Unified Approach Needed to Com-
bat Persisting Manpower Problems" hospitals, Vol. 51,,
No. 47, April 1, 1977, pp. 85-92.

The author examines several major areas covered'

in the 1976 literature on health manpower: physiCians,

physician'S assistants and nurse practitioners,'minor-
. .

ity participation, licensure, and coordinated efforts

aimed at improving the health manpower situation.

,The article notes that the major topic to the
91

literature has been o9 the need for more physicians

and a more equaagle distribution of the existing sup-

ply.ply. Major areas of inquiry focused on.whether the

need for physicians will 'increase or level offs'the

effects of group practice bn physician productivity;

early retirement due to malprictice&suits;,and methods
/-

of solving the maldistribution problem.
1/

Physician's assistants and nurse practitioners

are discussed.in termi,of tasks and functions they

0
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can perform; and the rmprovement in quality. of care

to patients. But the utilization of these new rrofes-.

sionals iresituations independent of physician super-

vision Vas become a major:legal controversey. "...the

question whether it is medically appropriate to dele-
..

gate a particular function to theziew_health profes-

sionals has been transformed'into the question of

whether it is legal for them to perform that tuna-

tion.".

Minority recruitment into the health field has

concentrated onathe increasing number of men entering

the nursing profession, and the utilization of minoti-

.ties in neighborhoods consisting of their groups.

'Pros and cons concerning licensure are discussed

briefly, and the seven point recommendation of a U.S.

Pubic Health Serwledfreport on credentialing is re-

viewed. \

the author reviews two systems fot

health mahpower planning which rake a more unified ap-
de
proach.to the prevailing need for health manpower;

the Area Health Education Centers, which are being

used in rural areas, and the local Health Systems

Agencies Which act as a clearinghouse for health ser-

vices and health manpowdr data.

a ,
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Joekq, Michael D. and George R. McGrail, "Benefit-
.

. CoseRatioe FOr ?Willy Practice Residency Centers,"
MO4ggement Accounting, Vol.. 8, No. 8, February 1977,
pp. 41-46.

The growing, need for well-trained family

.Physicians in theamited States has led to proposals

for establishing family practice residency OPPO
,

.

r.
centers in local community hos itals. The'objectives

of these centers would be to he p the residents

acquire the iroper knowledge and techniques wh4ch .

.are.unique*to a. family practice. The aim of this

article is to detelop a benefit-cost model which will

provide hospitaladministratorsvith a straight

forward method:Of evaluating the economic feasibility

of establishing an FPR center..

1 discussion of the theoretical )benefit -cost

framework is iollowed,by rigoroui definitions of both

incurred costs and benefit yields from the im-

plementation of an FPR center. The cost structure

can be separited into start-up costs and recurring

operating costs* Start-up costs include costs of the

physicial facilities, equipment, and development

expenditures. Recurring costs include personnel

smsalariemv benefits, miscellaneous slits and upk p.
v..

. ' Thi-most readily quantifiable benefit liables
.

are government giants, state and local aid,,

philanthrOpic contributions, patient fees, and the
.

.
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positive spillover effects the center will have on

the supporting Hosp/tal. In addition, the authors

discuss the estimation Of certain indirect and in-
.

tangible benefits which accrue to the community as-,
a-whole such as improvement in the quality of health

and an increase in economic productivity.

Finally, the authors examine the need for

hospital support funds whiCh wouldAinderwrite any 4

#
deficit which the center would incur. The program

evaluator must be able to justify the necessary
01,

level of support'fundeby comparing them to ap-

proximate measures of indirect community benefits.
i

. a

I

-t"Harmor, Theckore R., "The Politics of National:Health
InsurariSe: Analysis and Prescription," Policy Away-
siso Vol. 3, No. Winter 1977, pp. 25 -48.

The article is divided into two major sections.

In the first section the author analyzes the contra.

versy surrounding the manyproposed remedies for the
-

health care '1crisis" in the Uhited States. Using the

major competing national health insurance proposals'as

examples, he argues that'the three major objectives of

any NHI program - cost control, improved accessibility

and-quality controls
b
- generally conflict with each

oti)e3 and lead to politially unfeasible programs. In

, 157 -.-
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addition, he contends that adequate financing will not

in itself, lead to better accessability or higher

quality. These deficiencies are,inherrit in the,sys-

tem and will essentially be unaffected by the insur-

ance scheme. On the other hand, most politically via-

ble alternatives are also inflationary. .

In the second section the author proposes his own

plan, which would finance the medical care expendi-

tures of preschoolers and mothers while insuring

against financial ruin to the rest of the population.

The "kiddie insurance" would'be financed through genes

eral revenues with provider reimbursement done on a

capitation basis. The catastrophic plan would be fi-

'nanced through a progressive tax credit plan, with de-

ductibles and coinsurance imposed up to a maximum final(

ily expenditure coiling. The author contends that /

. -

this plan is politically feasible, placing no'strain

on thi government budget, while encouraging preventive

care and efflientpractice, and protecting against

financial disaster.

Mennenger, Stephen K., "Really. Great Returns to Medi-
cal Education?", "Journal of Human Resources, Vol.
XIII, NO. 1, Winter 1978, pp. 75-90.

Using published 1970 Census reports and user

tapes profiling earnings by age group and occupation,

both standard and work-period-adjusted net pmesent
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values (NPV) of earnivs are computed for physicians

and other professionals, including dentists, pharma-

Cists, veterinarians, lawyers and Ph.D.s's. Using the

standard NPV method at a 10 percent and 4 percent dis-

count rate, medicine enjoys a substantial advantage

. over tithe professions. However, when adjustments are i"

matte for hourd' worked, medicine becomep an.inferior in-
.

vestment to dentiitry and only slightly superior to

law, while reMaihing substantially superior to the

other profe'ssLaims.

An analysis is made bhween the internal rate of

return of cross-sectional and time series data, pow:

paring medical versus dental education. It is found

that cross-sectional data significantly understates

the increase in physicians' earnings. Bawd on his

computations, the author concludes that "barriers to

the entry into the medical profession exist to the

extent that superior earnings in 1969 were a fruit of
.

xestiictedentxy."
4

Perry, Henry B., "Physician Assistantd: An Overview of
an Emerging Health. Profession," Medical Care; vol. 15,
No. 12, December 1977, pp. 982 -990.

This study reports the results of a questionnaire

survey of all,graduates of physician assistant (PA)
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programs. The survey was conducted by dell in 1974-75

and, received a 73percent response rate. Data were

obtained on background characteristics, work environ-

ments and job' characteristics.

The average number of'years of post-high school

educttion at the time of admission to a physician as-

sistant training program increased from 2.2 among,

those who graduated in 1972 or bore to 2.8 among

1974 graduates. Most PAs have previously worked in

another occupation, though theproportion wholiad been

military medical corpsmen has declined. General pri-

mary care fields employed 43.6,percent of the respoh-

dents and specialty primary care (internal medicine,

pediatrict,'OB-GYN, emergency medicine} employed 29.3

percent. Half of the PAs liere'employed in private

practice and half f' health care institutions. Re-

spondents estimated that 80 percent o r time was

spent providing patient care, most often wi h the su..

'pervising physician not present. Most report a,"ve

great" or "considerable" amount of patieirt care re-
.

sponsibiltty, although a majority said they would pxi-

fei even more responsibility.

The average annual income of respondents was

$14,285. considerably 'in eicess of the income of

nurse practitioners and hospital staff registered

nurses. The job market for PAs appehrs favorable;

most respondents said they could easily locate another
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job if they wished. itn the other hand-I-Career oipor-

tunitierwere considered to be-itber limited and one-

third of the respondenti said they had'thoutlht about

enteriti,nothei field. Only 16 percent of the,indi-

viduals responding to the._survey were women, but data

reported from other studies indicated that 30 percent

of the 1975 and 1976 graduates of PA programs were

women.

Roemer, Milton I., "Primary Care and Physician Exten-

ders in Affluent Countries," International Journal of
Health Services, Vol. 7, No. 4, 1977, pp. 545-555.

Roemer argues that the United Stites falls short

of its democratic ideals in assigning physician assis-

tants and nurse practitioners to care for the poor.

Though it is hard to find precise figures, he prevents

data which suggest that most physician extenders pro- *

viding primary Cre do so in settings which serve

"the poor, such as black residents or 'urban ghettos,

Indians
.

on rural reservations, or low-income chronic

patients in public hospital clinics." Studies show-

'ing high patient satisfaction with physician extenders

should beread with the socioeconomic setting in mind:

when the alternative is "the rushed attention of young

residents" in "public charity clinics," it is not
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surprising that patients prefer the sympathetic atten-

tion of nurse practitioners. Roemer thinks iikis in-

appropriate for allied medical personnel to be,given

primary care 4iagnostic responsibility. This should

always be the duty of the physician as in other indus-,

trialized"countries.
411.

Studies of the health manpower policies of Aus-

tralia, Canada, Belgium and Norway show a much higher

percentage of physicians engaged in general practice%

Definite steps have been taken to increase the supply

of general practitioners and, although allied health

personnel are also being trained, their training

focuses on specializediesks such as midwifery or

anesthesiology. They are not permitted to exercise

the discretionary judgment involved in primary care,

AS their American counterparts are. Roemer feels

in the United States, where greater per capita expen

ditures.are made for medical care than in any ther

nation, the-use of lesser trained personnel fo pri-

mary care reflects an abdication of social res nsi-

, bility by physicians. Society's unwillingness to im-

pOse social obligations on the physician'is an unfor-

tunate acknowledgment of its failure to achieve equity

in the health services.
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Rushing, William A. and David I. Miles, "Physicians,
Physicians' Assistants, and. the Social Characteristics
of Patients in Southern Appalachia," Medical Care, Vol.
15, No. 12, Winter 1977, pp'. 1004-103.

,Progfmms for training were developed with the

idea that physicians' assistants would help alle-

viate inequities in access to care. It was thought
.

that the new practitioners would locate predominantly

in areas with low physician populations." so far, re -

search on location patterns suggest that the distribu-

tion of physicians' assistants (PAs) follows the distri-

bution of physicians, thus doing little to correct

shortages. In view of the limited training of PAs, a

more salient issue is whether the care they provide is

extensive enough to redress inequities, even if they -

do work in underserved areas. It is also possible,

in rural communities PAs will be used to provide

care for the poor, while physicians will attend to the

c-relatively advantaged patients, thus perpetuating a

kind of inequity.

This possibility was investigated in this study.

The findings show that the higher the patient's socio-

economic status, the more likely he was to be treated

by a.physician, tether than by a PA. The study focus-

ed on the practices of five physicians, each with a

PA, located in a poor county in Appalachia. Patient

enbounter data were collected over three two-week
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periods. The positive relationship between socioeco-

nomic status and the likelihood of seeing a doctor:wasq

presdnt exen when controlling for such variables as

age, type of treatment, newness of proven and type of

payment. The actual decisioh-making process through

which patients were sent to one practitioneror the

other was not investigated. The authors therefore re-

frain from drawing any general conclusionsxabout why

this pattern a delivery exists.

Schneider, Donald P. and William J. Foley, "A Systems
Analysis of the Impact of Physician Extenders on Medi-
cal Cost and Manpower Requirements," Medical. Care,
Vol.. XV, No. 4, April 1977, pp. 277-297. 4

The impact of physician extenders (PE) in the

'health sector has been assessed from different angles

'by researchers. In this study, the authors use a

matbematiial manpower model to assess thy, impact of °

PEs on medical cost and manpower requirements. The

PE is defined as an individual "with training and res-

ponsibilites fbr complementing and supplementing the

functions of physicians in the delivery of health sex-
.

vices."

The model attempts to handle'delegation analysis,

tradeoff between delegation and supervision, the
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/health care team, patient classification and cost

-structure bf group practice. The model is based on a

Supply and demand equilibrium hypothesis where per-

sonnelequirements must. fulfill health services de-
.

minded. Tile objective is to 'minimize costs of clinic

operdtions and the number of physicians in the clinic,

and tb maximize delivery of health care with a fixed

resource base.

The resPlts show that: 1) if PEs were extensive-

ly used, costs will decline by 40 percent and use of

physicians by 4 percent; 2 power restraints have

cost 'implications for 11 clinics and for the man -

power isix,in a par cular area; 3) cost effectiveness

is not impair when PE's salaries are less than 52

percent physicians salaries but when this is sur -

pas it is more desirable to use physicians rather

PE's.

Scoilille, Charles K., "Human esource DeVelopment;
Emerging Asset for Hospital Management," Hospitals
and Health Services Administration, Vol. 22, No. 1,
Winter 1977, pp. 22-36.

Interest in the development of human resources

at work is'not new, but there has been a recent re-

surgence of interest in the field. -Business has begun
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to look at human resource development (HRD) activities

in a new light. Formerly.regarded merely as expenses,

they are now being viewed as investments which have

considprable impact on the economic performance of an

organitation. Hospitals in particular, are beginning

to realize that they cannot afford to underutilize

"their greatest resource - the people whO work fox

them."

Scoville offers this explanation of the function
a

of VRID programs: "The identification, examination,

and modification of those factors in an individual's

environment or experience which influence an ability

or desire to interact productively with the employing

organization." He suggests six activities as possible

components of an HRD program within a health care in-

stitution: patient education, employee training and

development, organization development, job develdiment

arid human resource accounting.

Siebert, 14: S., "Occupational Licensing: The Merrison
Report on the Regulation of the Medical Profession,"
British Journal of Industrial Relations, vol. XV, No.
1, 1977, pp. 29-38.

In 1975 the Merrison Cdmmittetpublished its re-

port on the regulation of theisbedi

01
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Groat Britain, leaking the following recommendations:
0

(A).impiamed training of junior staff and

specialists -

(b) lisitifl foreign trained physicia4

CO tighter demarcation of.Jepecialists. areas

of care.

While acknowledging the public benefits gained

through stricter entry atandards, the authpr empha-

sizes the economic benefits which such a policy will

have on the medical profession itself. He suggests

two approaches to.the problem: the public safety pers-

pective versus the income maximizing theory of a mono- A,

poly.auppller of labor. While both theories would .

support a rise in entry standards, the public safety

theory diverges on several important points: a) it

would require all physicians - not just new entrants -
IN lop

to satisfy the higher standards; b) it would not rep

quire a greater return than other professional train-
,

ing; c) an increase in the supply of doctors is al-

lowed as long as they all meet the ne0 requirements;

and d) nepotism would be ruled out as a criterion for

selecting physicians.

After examining each of these issues in turn, the

author lists three major elements which point to a

protectidnist attitude to the new medical regulations:

a) only new entrants need satisfy the higher entry re-
.

quirements; b) the majority of *foreign trained
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entrants are exclUded and c) there is

ii a large percentage of new entrants to

'1 atives.

a tendency for

be memberst,

:

Stevenson, Gelvin, "Profits in Medicine: A Context
an4 An, Accounting," International journal of Health
Sorviese, Vol. 8, No. 1, 1978, pp. 41-54.

. 4
,

r ..,/
. 6

Stevenson presents overview of the changing
A

f

role of the 'profit sector inn the U.S. health care in-

dustry. In 1975 abottt 39 cents of every health dollar

went to a profit making enterprise. The profit sector

is growing absolUiely and relative to the health in-,

dustry as a whole. Since the introduction of Medicaid

and Medicare, the profit sector has significantly in-

creased its rate of.growth advantage over non-profit

enterprises

The profit sector will never completely.encom-

pass the health care system, for these wills-M)ways be

non-profit finaricing, edication, research and service'

delivery components. ,However, if the profit sebtor

continues to grqw relative to the non-profit sector,

its priorities "will dominate more and more the

nature, form and activities of the overall health in

'<Pastry. This joill in all likelihood.1Wcrease the

dideortion of basic human,needs in the health system."

The increasing size of the profit sector will enable
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its to exert greater influence over legislation at

both the federal and state levels. DI addition, the

actions of regulatory agencies will favor large com-

panies by allowing them to produce large quantities

of products standardized by goVernment regulation

land,. in doing so, enjoy eccelcmies of scale. _Steven -

ison believes that government regulation will lead to

increasing concentration and will invite rapid monqp-

plizatior).

Tompkins, Richard K., Robert W. Wood, Barry W.' Wol-

cott, and B. Timothy Walsh, "The Effectiveness and
Cost of Acute Respiratory Illness Medical Care Pro-
vided by Physicians and Algorithm-assisted Physicians'
'Assistants," Medical Care, Vol. XV, NO. ) 2, December
)977, pp. 991-1003.

The authors describe and analyze the, medical

care given at two clinics to patients with acute res-

piratory illness. Patient care Wis provided by either

physicians or physicians' assistants, who used clini-

cal algorithms to assist' them in the diagnosis and

treatment of respiratory disorders. Teti to fourteen,

days after the encounter, dia..a were collected on demo-

graphic characteristics, laboratory and x -ray results,

medication prescribd, patient satisfaction and cost

structure.

r
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Eight tables are employed to compare, diagnosis,

treatment and cost data between physicians and physi-

cians' assistants. Despite differences in the demo -

graphic composition of the two testing sit:lithe

illness outcomes we remarkably similar. In all

,cases, diagnostic is and medications were respon-

sible for the largest share of total direct costs to

the patient. 'Nonetheless, the total provider time

cost was 20 -32 percent higher, on the average, for

physicians than for physicians' assistants.

The authors conclude that medical core provided

by physic9ins' assistants is just as effective and

less costly than physician enoounters.'47hey offer

: additional suggestions for cost reduction by elimin'a-

'ting diagnostic tests and physidian consulttions,

and outline' the necessary components of an effective

clitical algorithm.

9

Wechsler, H., Ph.D.,'JV... Dorsey and J.D. Hovey, "A
iolj.ow4ip Study of Residents in Internal Medicine,

Pediatrics and Obstetrics - Gynecology Training Programs

in Massachusetts," New England Journal of Medicine,
t,

Vol. 298, No. 1, January 5, 1978, pp. 15-21.

' A questionnaire survey if physicians who had been

residentvin internal medicine, pediatrics,or date-
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trios - gynecology in Massachusetts from 1967-1972phor-

ed that 86 percent completed training in the specialty

they orginally entered and the majority considere4 it

their primary specialty. However, 55 percent of the

former residents in internal medicine listed a sub-.

- specialty, as did 29 percent of the pediatrics group

and 17 percent 'of the obstetrics - gynecology group.

Only four percent of all respondents limited their j.

pracbice.to primary care. Physicians who devoted 1nore

than half their time to primary care accounted for 68

peroent.of the pediatrics group,. 47 percent of Ohe ob-

stetrics- gynecology group and 42 percent of the inter-
. r.

6 nal medicine gromp.

kageaChusetts has met the demandeof the health

Professions Educational Assistafioe Act of 1976 (PL94-

484)which stipulated that 35 percent of rat-year

residencies should be in the primary care specialties
. ,

by July 15, 1977 and 50 percent by 1979. hassachu-
f

-

setts has already met the 50 percent goal; however,

the .results of this study show that for each region-,

dent in a prtrry care residenCy, the number of pct-
.

nary care practitioners actually, produced was 0.42

full time equivalents for pediatrics, 0.40 forcbste-,

trice- gynecology and 0y26 for internal medicine.
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White, williai.D.,i"The Impact of Occupatiq al Licen-
sure of Clinical' Laboratory Personnel," JO tsal Of

'Moan Resouroes, Vol. 13, No. 1, Winter 1978,
pp. 91-102.

'I_
,..

. .-_ .

,Clinical laboratory persOhnel are one-of the .

d.
.

. .

mainroupt of licensed semi-professional employees
. -

in the health industry. More than 100,00f) persons

, are employed in laboratories nationwide. Not all

states have licensure laws for these workers, but'°

licensure bills are currently pendifig in many states.

These bills have been the subject of considerable

'public debate, for it is not certain whether the .

benefitmof licensure, if any, will outweigh the .costs.'

Research findings so far indicate that licensure is
,

not effective in regulating the quality of laboratory

work, but further research is needed to verify Wis.

White, develops a model tt;"..test the

impact of two .types -of licensure: Type'l licensure,

required by law in four states and in New York City,

place8 constraints on entry into the laboratory aide,

technician and technologist categories'but doet not

require a college degree. Type 2 licensure,'required

in California and Hawaii, does not recognize the

technician category, technologists must havea
college degree andlo.rmal training and without this \

background cannot rise above the level of aide.

The modeL used in this study revealed that Type 2

)

1 72 -
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licensure increased the relative wages of tech-
,

nplogists by more than 16 percent in San rranciSco

'and Los Angeles. This type of licensure also,tn-

creased the proportion of technologists in laborator-

ies. Assuming thaiNpuality-did not improve\ it iszew-

timated that licensure increased the wage bill in

California laboratories by $4.8 million in.1972. The

other, less stringent, type of licensure did not

Appear to/have a'significant impact on wages or em-

koyment.,
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